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Exercises in Aimed Solar Returns
from the Blog of Ciro Discepolo (61)

Dear Ciro,
thanks so much for you suggestion of Porbandar and Tezpur (both in
India) for the next aimed solar return. IF I remember correctly, some time
ago I think you have suggested Raxaul, India as well.
Following is my attempt to interpret, as a learning experience, these four
aimed SR on the basis of your books that I have read in the past months
and your websites.
Before interepreting these let me describe some aspects of my situation
which will help you to understand why I am making certain preferences
(and might help you suggest me a better option) - I was in a serious
relationship for 3 years which broke up this year [it was already teetering on
the brink] in quite abusive circumstances, leaving me in quite vulnerable
state, I am getting better at finding my footing back. I am not sure if I want
to find love/relationship (for me they are pretty much the same, I am not
interested in "casual" sex, maybe it is my venus and moon both in taurus or
mars in pisces or some other aspect) anytime soon, though there is a part of
me which longs for a deep emotional connection.
Before this relationship started I dropped out of my phd [in maths] due
to severe depression. Career-wise this was akin to shooting myself in the
foot. I am trying to stand up and restart my studies in psychology/counselling,
building towards a career in this.
I also want to contribute towards politics/humanitarian causes and write
[fiction and non-fiction]. At the moment I am living in a foreign country, and
I dont think that I have much opportunities regarding career or otherwise, I
want to move to a place with better opportunities, as soon as possible. This
moving out will mean sorting out some sort of legal process. My monetary
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condition is relatively better than what it was 4-5 years back when I was
quite depressed and was literally scrapping pennies to buy for my next dinner.
At present I am doing part-time teaching which has helped me immensely to
feel economically secure besides I have gained some repute of being a good
teacher and have achieved some really good results with my students [on
the national level]. My father is not well for the last 3-4 years.
I hope that this gives you a better picture of my personal circumstances.
First Raxaul, India 1- sun in 9th SR house - journey, foreign connections.
2- moon in 10th SR house (cusp of 9th house, near MC)- risen ambition,
changing career
[9th house moon will result in fantasies of foreign lands, travel]
3- venus 9th SR house (cusp of 10th?) - journey's related with love,
romance with foreigners, study in foreign country
4- mars in the 9th SR house - empassioned relations with foreign lands,
danger in journeys
5- mercury in 8th SR house - important monetary transactions, more
money influx
7- jupiter in the 10th SR house (cusp of 11th) - overall good, careerwise ? (what is
the affect of it for being at the cusp?)
8- saturn in 3rd SR house - difficult time for brothers/sisters. difficulty in
studies.
9- uranus 8th SR house - unexpected money loss or gain? increased
creativity?
10- neptune 7th SR house (neptune is in my natal 7th house as well) deception in relationships? problematic legal matter?
11- pluto 5th SR house - radical changes in love life.
SR asc in natal 3rd - increased creativity, communication, new vehicle
2nd SR house in natal 4th - property related income
3rd SR house in natal 5th - increasted creativity, writing, romantic journeys
4th SR house in natal 6th - health and domestic concerns?
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5th SR house in natal 7th - marriage? positive settlement of legal disputes
6th SR house in natal 8th - concerns regarding job loss? (any positive
meaning?)
7th SR house in natal 9th - relationship with a foreigner
8th SR house in natal 10th - substantial gains or massive losses? health
of mother?
9th SR house in natal 11th - not sure what this mean.
10th SR house in natal 12th - concerns regarding job loss? since I am
thinking of
studying psychology it might be good for me.
11th SR house in natal 1st - planning about future
12th SR house in natal 2nd - money problem, money spent on health?
thanks, Alfred
Now Porbander, India Sun, venus, mars, mercury, uranus are in the 9th SR house. Jupiter in the
SR 11th .
Moon SR 10th. Neptune and pluto move one house ahead to the 8th
and 6th SR houses respectively.
Since SR Saturn is in the 4th house and my father's health is not well. I
am quite hesitant about this.
Tezpur, India Sun, Moon, Venus, Mars in the 9th SR house. Very similar to the Raxaul
SR except now
Moon is in the 9th SR house which would indicate escapist tendencies,
emotional orientation towards foreign lands, philosophy/religion.
Uranus and Mercury are in the 8th SR house (similar to the Raxaul SR).
Jupiter in the 10th house (similar to the Raxaul SR).
Neptune 7th SR house, Pluto 5th SR House.(similar to the Raxaul SR).
Saturn 3rd SR house.(similar to the Raxaul SR).
Thus except position of SR moon and the jup,venus, moon on the house
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cusps it is quite similar to Raxaul SR.
SR asc in natal 4th house - property related transaction, focus on father.
6th SR house in natal 9th - frequent foreign journeys due to work, foreign
publishers
7th SR house in natal 10th - benefits due to marriage
8th SR house in natal 10th - substantial gains or massive losses? health
of mother?
9th SR house in natal 11th - not sure what this mean.
10th SR house in natal 12th - concerns regarding job loss? since I am
thinking of studying psychology it might be good for me.
11th SR house in natal 1st - planning about future
12th SR house in natal 3rd - little communication, problem with siblings
Lowestoft, UK 1- sun in 11th SR house - future plans, support from friends, friendships,
2- moon in 12th SR house - emotional isolation, spirituality, interest in
psychological aspects of life, animosity of women 3- venus 11th SR house
- expanded friend-circle, friends turning into romantic relationship
4- mars in 11th SR house - future oriented efforts
5- mercury in 11th SR house - future plans, friendship with younger
people
7- jupiter in the 12th SR house - general protection
8- saturn in 6th SR house - difficult from job perspective
9- uranus 11th SR house - sudden changes in plans, friendships
10- neptune 10th SR house - worries regarding career, worries about
mother
11- pluto 8th SR house - sudden incoming or outgoing of money,
obsession with death
SR asc in natal 1st - quite bad
2nd SR house in natal 2nd
3rd SR house in natal 3rd
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4th SR house in natal 3rd - correspondence-land related issues
5th SR house in natal 4th - official marriage anouncement, re-emphasis
on the relationship with father
6th SR house in natal 6th 7th SR house in natal 7th 8th SR house in natal 8th 9th SR house in natal 9th 10th SR house in natal 9th - help from foreigners, career related journeys
11th SR house in natal 10th - professional openings
12th SR house in natal 12th
thanks a lot.
my birth details are april 13, 1975, 8.10am, 26n28, 80e20, +5.5 (india)
thanks, Alfred

Dear Alfred,
I believe to have understood your actual problem list and perhaps I had
already realized it before you wrote.
I desire a lot to help you on the road of the Active Astrology that can
improve a lot of times the quality of your life.
However you have to help me to help you...
You see, if you send me a post that is a consistent part of the literary
production of Shakespeare, I will employ some days to read, to translate
and to answer you with mine "not excellent" English...
I have not counted, but I believe that you have done me at least 30-40
questions and for every of these I should work at least 1-2 hours: you
understand that this is not possible.
But the principal problem is another.
You ask me a lot of things in relationship to the Houses of Solar Returns
that fall in the Houses of the Natal Chart: this is not my school of Astrology!
This is an esoteric vision of Astrology that an Author had that wrote only a
book (and not about 20 as me) on such matter and he was an author that
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declared to never have made an Aimed Solar Return: I have spent (for me
and for other people) over 25.000 ASR in 42 years.
Well, as I told yesterday to Michelle that wrote from Australia, if we
want to proceed with a distance teaching, we have at least to depart from
the same astrological language.
Well, if you want, you could study at least my 2-3 fundamental
books (www.Amazon.co.uk) and then you could also ask me 1-2
questions per day.
Do you agree with me?
I hope of yes and I hope to read soon you.
Many dear wishes.
***

Dear Ciro,
Firstly let me apologise for the super long message that I sent you
yesterday. I was hesitant in sending it, but became too hasty in hopes to find
out your guidance.
I do own and have read your 2 of your books - Transits and Solar
Returns and Aimed Solar and Lunar Return- what can you do when you
cannot leave.
In sending that long message I was hoping if you can guide me where I
am making mistakes in using your method.
Nevertheless, here is just one question, given the bad health of my father
and my education/career aspirations (psychology, writing) which next aimed
solar return (april 2013) do you think is best between Raxaul, Tezpur,
Porbandar (all in India), and Lowestoft, UK.
natal detail - 1975 april-13, 8.10am, 26n28 80e20, +5.5(india)
last solar return (april 2012) - edinburgh, uk (55n57, 3w11.75)
Thank you so much for your time and help.
Alfred
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Dear Alfred,
no problem and I will read always with pleasure your posts here.
I advise you to spend next birthday in Porbandar.
Best wishes.
***

Dear Ciro,
thank you so much for your heartfelt answer. I felt quite moved by you
sharing the years when your sister was sick and you took care of her. You
are correct in judging that I am quite concerned about the health of my
father.
I have read in your book that mars placed in 3rd, or 4th, or 10th house
doesn't mean death but difficult circumstances and increased care of brother/
sister, father or mother.
My Porbandar, India solar return will place Saturn in the 4th SR house.
Do you think placing saturn in the 4th house is more dangerous than placing
mars in the 4th house?
thank you so much.
Alfred

Yes, Alfred,
you say correct.
Many times they are troubles and not deaths. I prefer to put Mars and
not Saturn in the IV House.
Best regards.
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Ciro Discepolo, an astrologer, journalist and writer,
was born in Naples in 1948 (on the 17th of July, at
5:40 am).
He worked for twenty years at the most popular
daily of Naples, Il Mattino, writing articles on science,
medicine, informatics, literature and astrology. He
always refused to cast the so-called 'horoscopes of
the solar signs' for that newspaper and for any other newspaper or magazine.
He worked (at 20 years old) for five years at the CNR (National Research
Council) as Researcher Helper and, for two years, as Electronic Measures
Laboratory‘s head in the Istituto Motori of Naples, CNR.
He has been dealing with astrology since 1970. He has written over 65 books,
most of them best-sellers in Italy as well as abroad (France, the United States
of America, Spain, Germany, Hungary, Slovenia and Russia). He has published
also about 750 Astrology lessons on YouTube. In 1990 he founded the quarterly
Ricerca '90, which he's been directing since then.
He's been doing statistical researches from the very beginning of his interest
in astrology.
At the beginning of the '90s, he obtained very brilliant results with researches
on astral heredity on a sample of over 75,000 subjects.
He's been holding seminars, courses and lectures in different universities and
cultural centres in Italy and abroad.
He particularly deals with Predictive Astrology and Aimed Solar Returns.
According to many colleagues he may be considered the greatest living expert
of this sector. In fact not only he wrote a dozen of texts on this specific segment
of the "Art of Urania" - he can also rely on an experience of more than 20,000
aimed birthdays (covering the years 1970 to 2007) that he suggested, whose
outcomes he collected at an interval of one year.
He developed extremely advanced software packages for the study of
Predictive Astrology, also projecting an innovative algorithm which is particularly
useful for the dating of events within one year for individuals or groups of
people.
He is deeply interested in informatics. Astrologically speaking, he followed the
school of André Barbault.
He founded the school of the Active Astrology.

